Introduction
The African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights (African Commission) has the mandate to deal with inter-state 1 and individual communications. 2 Since its establishment it has dealt with hundreds of individual communications and a few inter-state communications. 3 Before the African Commission declares an individual communication admissible the complainant, among other admissibility requirements, has to exhaust local or domestic remedies. Thus, article 56(5) of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (African Charter) provides that the African Commission will admit individual communications only if they '[a]re sent after exhausting local remedies, if any, unless it is obvious that this procedure is unduly prolonged'. The African Commission has developed a rich jurisprudence around article 56(5) 4 and it is beyond the scope of this article to discuss that jurisprudence in detail. One of the issues that appears to be emerging from the jurisprudence of the African Commission is that of the private prosecution as a local remedy. Private prosecutions are provided for in many African countries and submissions have been made before the African Commission on whether or not the complainant should have instituted a private prosecution as a local remedy before approaching the African Commission. It is not far-fetched to argue that sooner or later the African Commission increasingly will have to deal directly with the issue of whether a private prosecution is an effective remedy that has to be exhausted before a person may file a communication before the Commission. In this article the author suggests ways in which the African Commission may establish whether or not a private prosecution was an effective remedy before declaring the communication admissible or inadmissible. The Commission's decisions have to be based on factors such as the law governing private prosecutions in a given country and the manner in which it is being implemented. In order to support the recommendations made in the article, the author demonstrates how other international and regional human rights bodies have dealt with private prosecution as a domestic remedy. The author first highlights the jurisprudence of the African Commission in which the issue of private prosecutions as a local remedy has been dealt with. 
Jurisprudence of the African Commission on private prosecutions
The first communication in which the African Commission dealt with the issue of private prosecution as a local remedy, and also the only communication in which it has so far dealt with the issue of private prosecutions comprehensively, is Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum v Zimbabwe. 5 In this communication the complainants argued that government agents had violated several human rights in the African Charter and committed criminal acts leading to the death of more than 80 people in the aftermath of the February 2000 constitutional referendum. 6 In objecting to the admissibility of the communication, the Zimbabwean government argued that the complainants should have approached the Attorney-General to prosecute the suspects 7 and that 'the complainant could have instituted private prosecutions against those persons alleged to have committed crimes and had not been prosecuted by the state'. 8 The complainants argued that they could not have instituted criminal proceedings against those alleged to have perpetrated the violations as the President had granted them immunity from prosecution through a clemency order. 9 In dismissing the state's objection, the African Commission held that the state, through the police force, had the responsibility to maintain law and order, to investigate alleged criminal activity and to arrest those suspected of committing offences and hand them over to the relevant authorities for prosecution. 10 The African Commission added: 11
To expect victims of violations to undertake private prosecutions where the state has not instituted criminal action against perpetrators of crimes or even follow up with the Attorney-General what course of action has been taken by the state as the respondent state seems to suggest in this matter would be tantamount to the state relinquishing its duty to the very citizens it is supposed to protect. Thus, even if the victims of the criminal acts did not institute any domestic judicial action, as the guardians of law and order and protectors of human rights in the country, the respondent state is presumed to be sufficiently aware of the situation prevailing in its own territory and therefore holds the ultimate responsibility of harnessing the situation and correcting the wrongs complained of.
The African Commission added that the respondent state's concession that its criminal justice system did not have the capacity to investigate and prosecute all allegations of crime was an indication that 'domestic remedies may have been available in theory but as a matter of practicality were not capable of yielding any prospect of success to the victims of the criminal assaults'. 12 The above decision should be understood in light of the fact that there had been a breakdown of the rule of law in Zimbabwe and that the government had decided not to prosecute those alleged to have violated human rights and committed criminal acts. This decision was made because those acts had been committed by government officials or militias associated with the ruling party with the explicit or implied approval of senior public servants. In light of the fact that under Zimbabwean law a private prosecution cannot be instituted without a certificate from the Prosecutor-General (previously the Attorney-General) to the effect that he had declined to prosecute the alleged offenders, 13 it would have been unrealistic to expect the Attorney-General to issue such certificate for private prosecutions to be instituted against government officials or militias who had committed such acts to achieve or further government objectives. It should also be noted that in Zimbabwean law a public prosecutor is empowered to take over a private prosecution and either continue 12 Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum para 71. 13 At the time when the communication was filed before the African Commission and when the African Commission handed down its decision, sec 16 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act 2 of 2016 provided: '(1) Except as is provided by subsection (2), it shall not be competent for any private party to obtain the process of any court for summoning any party to answer any charge, unless such private party produces to the officer authorised by law to issue such process a certificate signed by the Attorney-General that he has seen the statements or affidavits on which the charge is based and declines to prosecute at the public instance, and in every case in which the Attorney-General declines to prosecute he shall, at the request of the party intending to prosecute, grant the certificate required.' However, in 2016 sec 16 was amended to give the Prosecutor-General more control over the process of instituting private prosecutions. The amended section provides: '(1) Except as is provided by subsection(4), it shall not he competent for any private party to obtain the process of any court for summoning any party to answer any charge, unless such private party produces to the officer authorised by law to issue such process a certificate signed by the Prosecutor-General that he or she has seen the statements or affidavits on which the charge is based and declines to prosecute at the public instance, and, subject to the conditions set forth in subsections (2) and (3), in every case in which the Prosecutor-General declines to prosecute he or she shall, at the request of the party intending to prosecute, grant the certificate required.
(2) The Prosecutor-General shall grant the certificate referred to in subsection (1) if (a) there is produced to him or her by the private party a written request in the form of a sworn statement from which it appears to the Prosecutor-General that the private party (i) is the victim of the alleged offence, or is otherwise an interested person by virtue of having personally suffered, as a direct consequence of the alleged offence, an invasion of a legal right beyond that suffered by the public generally; and (ii) has the means to conduct the private prosecution promptly and timeously; and (iii) will conduct the private prosecution as an individual (whether personally or through his or her legal practitioner), or as the representative of a class of individuals recognised as a class for the purposes of the Class Actions Act … and (b) no grounds exist in terms of subsection (3) for withholding the certificate.
(3) The Prosecutor-General may refuse to grant the certificate referred to in subsection (1) upon any one or more of the following grounds, namely (a) that the conduct complained of by the private party does not disclose a criminal offence; or (b) that on the evidence available, there is no with it or discontinue it. 14 Had the complainants been permitted to institute private prosecutions, one cannot rule out the possibility that public prosecutors would have taken over and discontinued them. Therefore, a private prosecution as a local remedy was not likely to be effective. However, the challenge is that the African Commission does not deal with Zimbabwean law on private prosecutions in reaching its conclusion whether or not it would have been an effective local remedy. One of the observations to be made about the above holding of the African Commission is the fact that in cases of massive or widespread human rights violations it is for the state to ensure that the violations are investigated and the perpetrators prosecuted. In other words, private prosecution is not an effective remedy in cases where state officials have been implicated in massive or widespread human rights violations. The second communication in which the African Commission dealt with the issue of private prosecutions was Hadi v Sudan. 15 The respondent's police officers allegedly violated several African Charter rights, committed various criminal acts, and enjoyed immunity from prosecution. In its submissions the state argued that the complainant had not exhausted local remedies, for example, by failing to approach public prosecutors to prosecute the alleged perpetrators. 16 The state also added that the Constitution guaranteed the complainant the right to litigation and that they should have invoked that right. 17 The state did not expressly submit that victims had a right to institute a private prosecution. In response, the complainants submitted that
[t]he Criminal Procedure Code provides for the right to bring a private prosecution. However, such prosecution can only proceed with the approval of the head of the police forces who will need to lift the immunity of the individual officer(s) concerned. It is also subject to the approval of the Attorney-General … [T]here is no prospect of any immunity being lifted where the police have not even commenced the initial investigation as in the present case. 18 14 possibility (or only a remote possibility) of proving the charge against the accused beyond a reasonable doubt; or (c) whether the person to be prosecuted has adequate means to conduct a defence to the charge (in the case of any person who but for the fact that the Prosecutor-General has declined to prosecute him or her, would have qualified for legal assistance at the expense of the state); or (d) that it is not in the interests of national security or the public interest generally to grant the certificate to the private party. (4) When the right of prosecution referred to in this Part is possessed under any statute by any public body or person in respect of particular offences, subsections (1), (2) and (3) shall not apply.' 14 Sec 20 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act provides that '[i]n the case of a prosecution at the instance of a private party, the Attorney-General or the local public prosecutor may apply by motion to any court before which the prosecution is pending to stop all further proceedings in the case, in order that prosecution for the offence may be instituted or continued at the public instance and such court shall, in every such case, make an order in terms of the motion'. 
The African Commission held: 19
The respondent state also admits that police officers in Sudan generally enjoy immunity which can only be lifted after a preliminary investigation. It does not also dispute the fact that there is no established procedure or right to compel the prosecution attorney to commence an investigation where there is an allegation of wrongdoing by the police, nor that as established above; an attempt at investigating the allegations was made. The Commission considers the granting of such blanket immunities to police officers as an impediment to the exhaustion of local remedies since it is not disputed that there is no legal obligation on the part of the police hierarchy to lift the immunities of these officers on demand. Because of the immunity granted to police officers, neither a private prosecution nor a civil suit could be brought against them unless such immunities were lifted, which immunities could only be lifted after a preliminary investigation.
Against that background the African Commission held that 'by failing to initiate an investigation into the complaints, the respondent state thereby made any local remedies that theoretically existed, ineffective'. 20 In Al-Asad v Djibouti 21 the state argued that the communication was inadmissible because the complainant had not exhausted local remedies, 22 including 'criminal local remedies'. 23 The complainant argued that 'the respondent state having failed to institute an effective investigation, even upon notice [of the violations] … to the respondent state's Chief Prosecutor, he was and is under no obligation to bring private prosecution as a domestic remedy'. 24 Although the African Commission declared the communication inadmissible, it did not address the issue of private prosecution.
The above jurisprudence shows that the issue of private prosecutions as a local remedy has started to be raised at the African Commission level. 25 In its General Comment on article 5 of the African Charter, 26 private prosecutions. 27 The Commission is yet to find that a private prosecution is an effective local remedy that should have been exhausted by the applicant before he or she submitted a communication to the Commission. In order to rule that a private prosecution is an effective and available remedy the African Commission would have to analyse the legislation on private prosecutions in different African countries and the extent to which such legislation is implemented in practice. In light of the fact that different African countries have adopted different approaches to the issue of private prosecutions, each communication would have to be determined on the basis of the law and practice in a given country. It should be recalled that African countries have taken three broad approaches to the issue of private prosecutions. First, in some countries such as Kenya 28 and The Gambia, 29 private prosecutions are provided for in the Constitution. Second, in many countries, such as South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Rwanda and Uganda, private prosecutions are provided for in pieces of legislation. 30 Finally, in some countries, such as Ghana, the law prohibits private prosecutions. 31 There is still room for the African Commission to develop its jurisprudence on private prosecution as an effective local remedy especially in cases that do not involve massive human rights violations. In order to enrich its jurisprudence on private prosecutions the African Commission may also draw on the practice of international human rights bodies by invoking article 60 of the African Charter. This jurisprudence is discussed below. 
International human rights bodies and private prosecution as a domestic remedy
Some international human rights bodies have a mandate to receive individual communications alleging the violations of the rights provided for in the relevant treaties. One of the requirements that has to be met before such communications can be admissible is that the author or the complainant must first exhaust local remedies. Jurisprudence from some of these human rights bodies shows that private prosecution, where necessary, is one local or domestic remedy that has to be exhausted for a communication to be admissible. In this part of the article the author highlights the jurisprudence from the following human rights bodies relevant to the issue of private prosecutions as a domestic or local remedy: the Human Rights Committee; the Committee against Torture; the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; the Inter-American Court of Human Rights; the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights; and the European Court of Human Rights. Article 60 of the African Charter requires the African Commission when interpreting the African Charter to 'draw inspiration from international law on human and peoples' rights' in particular those adopted by the African Union (AU), the United Nations (UN) and by African countries. The African Commission may invoke and has invoked article 60 of the African Charter to refer to jurisprudence from international human rights bodies. 32 As mentioned above, before international human rights bodies such as the Human Rights Committee, 33 the Committee against Torture 34 and the Committee against All Forms of Racial Discrimination 35 may admit a communication, the petitioner has to exhaust domestic remedies unless such remedies are ineffective or unavailable. The issue of private prosecutions as a domestic remedy has been dealt with by some of these treaty bodies. In Dimitrijevic v Serbia and Montenegro 36 the complainant approached the Committee against Torture because he had been ill-treated and tortured by the respondent's security agents. He submitted that he had reported the case to the public prosecutor who did not get back to him to inform him whether or not the allegations had been investigated. 37 He submitted that in terms of the Criminal Procedure Code, if the public prosecutor comes to the conclusion that he will not investigate the alleged commission of an offence (request for a formal judicial investigation), he has to inform the victim in order for him to decide whether or not to institute a private prosecution. 38 He added that the Criminal Procedure Code does not stipulate the time within which the public prosecutor must decide whether or not he will 'request a formal judicial investigation' and in the absence of such a decision the victim cannot institute a private prosecution. 39 He further argued that '[p]rosecutorial inaction following a complaint filed by the victim therefore amounts to an insurmountable impediment in the exercise' of his rights to institute a private prosecution and to access a court to have his case heard. 40 He added that the failure by the police and the public prosecutor to identify the alleged perpetrators meant that it was impossible for him to 'file for a formal judicial investigation'. 41 This is because the relevant provision of the Criminal Procedure Code (article 158(3)) provides that 'the person against whom a formal judicial investigation is requested must be identified by name, address and other relevant personal data' which details the applicant did not have. 42 Against that background the Committee against Torture held: 43
Concerning the alleged violation of articles 12 and 13 of the Convention, the Committee notes that the public prosecutor never informed the complainant about whether an investigation was being or had been conducted after the criminal complaint was filed on 31 January 2000. It also notes that the failure to inform the complainant of the results of such investigation, if any, effectively prevented him from pursuing 'private prosecution' of his case before a judge. In these circumstances the Committee considers that the state party has failed to comply with its obligation, under article 12 of the Convention, to carry out a prompt and impartial investigation wherever there is reasonable ground to believe that an act of torture has been committed. The state party also failed to comply with its obligation, under article 13, to ensure the complainant's right to complain and to have his case promptly and impartially examined by the competent authorities.
The Committee against Torture came to a similar conclusion in other communications. 44 The jurisprudence from the Committee against 37 Dimitrijevic (n 36) paras 2. Torture shows that a state party has to investigate allegations of torture or ill-treatment and that if it is unwilling to prosecute the perpetrators it should make the findings of the investigation available to the victim so as to enable him or her to institute a private prosecution against the alleged perpetrators. The Human Rights Committee has also dealt with the issue of private prosecutions as a local remedy. In Andersen v Denmark 45 the complainant, a Muslim woman, alleged that some Danish politicians had made discriminatory and insulting comments about Muslim women contrary to Danish law. 46 These politicians were not prosecuted by Danish authorities.
Denmark argued that the petitioner should have instituted a private prosecution against the politicians and that 'choosing not to do so, she has failed to exhaust all available domestic remedies'. 47 The author argued that 'private litigation is … not by definition a remedy to secure the implementation by the state party of its international obligations'. 48 The Committee 'took note of the author's argument that private litigation is not by definition a remedy to secure the implementation by the state party of its international obligations'. 49 The Committee held that in the circumstances and according to Danish legislation, 'it would be unreasonable to expect the author to initiate' a private prosecution against the politicians. 50 The Human Rights Committee came to a similar conclusion in a subsequent communication against Denmark. Similarly, in cases where discriminatory statements were publicly made by a politician and the public prosecutor declined to prosecute the politician in question the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination held that it would have been unreasonable to expect the complainants to institute private prosecutions for the offences that had been committed in public and which, according to Danish law, should have been prosecuted by the public prosecutor. 51 The Human Rights Committee will declare a communication inadmissible if the complainant has not exhausted local remedies, including instituting a private prosecution if such a remedy is effective. In Hickey v Australia 52 the author's son died of injuries he sustained after falling off his bicycle when a police car was driving behind him. 53 The police investigated the death and concluded that it had been an accident and that no police officer would be prosecuted. The coroner also concluded that there was no evidence to conclude that the action of the police contributed to the deceased's death. 54 As a result no police officer was prosecuted for the alleged offence. In the complaint to the Human Rights Committee the author argued that the state had violated the son's right to life (under article 6 of ICCPR) and articles 2 and 26 because it had failed independently to investigate the circumstances leading to his death. The state argued that before approaching the Human Rights Committee the author should have instituted a private prosecution against those who had allegedly caused her son's death. 55 In response to the state's submission on private prosecutions, the author argued that '[a] private prosecution in the circumstances of the present case would be very likely to be taken over or discontinued by the Director of Public Prosecutions and be dependent on the initial investigation'. 56 The state argued that the author's 'comments on the possibility of a private prosecution action are only speculative and mere doubts about the action that can be taken by the Director of Public Prosecutions'. 57 However, in this communication the Committee declared the communication inadmissible on the ground that the author should have challenged the coroner's findings locally before approaching the Human Rights Committee. 58 The Committee did not deal directly with the question of whether the author should have instituted a private prosecution. If a complainant institutes a private prosecution, he has to wait for the outcome of that prosecution before he approaches the Human Rights Committee otherwise the communication will be declared inadmissible. 59 The above jurisprudence from the international human rights bodies shows that a private prosecution is a domestic remedy only when it is effective and available. In determining whether or not it is effective and available, the relevant committee will examine the legislation governing private prosecutions in a given country. This is an approach that the African Commission may have to adopt when confronted with communications alleging that private prosecutions should have been instituted before the complainants approached the African Commission. It should be emphasised that treaties impose obligations on state parties and not on individuals. Therefore, a state party has a duty to ensure that human rights are protected, promoted and fulfilled. This duty should not be relegated to human rights 53 Hickey (n 52) paras 2. victims by expecting them to institute private prosecutions in cases where human rights violations also amount to criminal acts in domestic legislation. Apart from the UN human rights bodies, some regional human rights bodies have also dealt with the issue of private prosecutions as a domestic remedy. Article 46(1)(a) of the American Convention on Human Rights 60 provides that before the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights or the Inter-American Court of Human Rights admits a communication the petitioner has to ensure 'that the remedies under domestic law have been pursued and exhausted in accordance with generally recognized principles of international law'. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights have developed rich jurisprudence on article 46(1)(a), 61 but a discussion of this jurisprudence falls outside the scope of this article. The article will deal with those communications in which private prosecutions have been dealt with as a domestic remedy.
In Luisiana Rios Paiva v Venezuela 62 the complainants alleged that they had been subjected 'to several threats, acts of harassment, and verbal and physical abuse, including injuries caused by gunshots' by state officials. 63 In objecting to the admissibility of the communication, the respondent state argued that in the cases of alleged verbal attacks (threats, libel and slander) and damages to the property, given that these are crimes of a private prosecution the alleged victims should have turned directly to the trial court and legally filed a private accusation, since the Public Prosecutors' Office is prevented from investigating these crimes ex officio. 64 Without directly addressing the issue of private prosecutions the Court found that Venezuela had violated several provisions of the Convention. 65 The Inter-American Court and the Inter-American Commission have held that a complainant should not be expected to institute a private prosecution if the alleged offence could be prosecuted only by a public prosecutor. 66 In Gayle v Jamaica 67 the petitioners argued that the state had violated the deceased's right to life because he had died as a result of injuries inflicted on him by the respondent's security forces. 68 The state argued that the petition was inadmissible for failure to exhaust domestic remedies, including the institution of a private prosecution against the perpetrators. 69 In response the petitioner acknowledged that although Jamaican law provided for circumstances in which a person may institute a private prosecution, the following were some of the challenges the author would have faced had he decided to institute a private prosecution: the Constitution empowers the Director of Public Prosecutions to take over and either continue or discontinue such a prosecution; a private prosecution cannot be instituted without the consent or authorisation of the Director of Public Prosecutions; and the Director of Public Prosecutions was unlikely to allow the applicant to institute a private prosecution as he had already expressed the view that there was insufficient evidence to secure a conviction. 70 The state in response argued that the law provided for the remedy of private prosecution and that the petitioner had failed to adduce evidence to prove that had he instituted a private prosecution the Director of Public Prosecutions would have taken it over in order to prevent him from continuing with it. 71 Against that background the state argued that the petitioner had not exhausted domestic remedies and that, therefore, the Commission should declare the petition inadmissible. 72 In rejecting the state's submission, the Commission referred to the Jamaican Constitution and held that in Jamaica the Director of Public Prosecutions 'has exclusive authority' for 'making all decisions concerning criminal prosecutions arising in Jamaica'. This authority meant that he could take over a private prosecution and either continue with it or discontinue it. 73 According to the Commission this provision meant that the 'state retains exclusive authority for pursuing criminal proceedings in respect of the circumstances relating to [the deceased]'. 74 Against that background, the Commission held: 75 While the record indicates that there is provision under Jamaican law for 'private prosecutions', the Commission considers that proceedings of this nature do not constitute remedies that the petitioners are required to exhaust. It is clear from the instruments and decisions of the Inter-American system … that the obligation to investigate, prosecute and punish serious violations of human rights rests with member states, as the entities with the international legal commitment and resources to carry out these functions. To expect the petitioners to assume these responsibilities would not only be inconsistent with the system's jurisprudence, it would 68 Gayle (n 67) para 2. 69 As above. 70 Gayle (n 67) para 13. 71 Gayle para 26. 72 As above. 73 Gayle (n 67) para 43. 74 As above. 75 As above. also place an inequitable burden on those who generally lack the means and expertise to fulfil these responsibilities.
On the issue of judicial review, the Commission held: 76 The Commission similarly considers that an application for judicial review in respect of the DPP's decision not to prosecute criminal charges in relation to [deceased's] death does not constitute an effective remedy that the petitioners should be required to pursue for the purposes of the exhaustion of domestic remedies requirement. It reaches this conclusion in light of the fact that the ability of an individual to pursue application for judicial review requires the granting of leave by the Jamaican Supreme Court which, according to the information available, is a discretion that is exercised by the Court infrequently, as well as the fact that, even where successful, the relief available appears to be limited to an order requesting the DPP to reconsider his or her decision not to prosecute.
In Garcia Garcia v Ecuador 77 the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights held that private prosecution as a domestic remedy is not available if the law does not provide for circumstances in which the petitioner could institute such a prosecution. The petitioner's application to be a private prosecutor in a military court had been dismissed by the Military Court of Justice as 'the Military Code of Criminal Procedure does not provide for private prosecution'. 78 The state's argument that the decision of the Military Court of Justice could be reversed on appeal was rejected by the Commission because 'during the criminal proceedings in the military courts, the alleged victim's family was unable to be a prosecuting party thereto. As a result, they were unable to raise the respective claims before the authorities hearing the case.' 79 The Commission reiterated its position that 'special courts, such as those of the military or police, are not an appropriate forum and thus are not the appropriate remedy to investigate, try and punish potential violations of the human rights enshrined in the American Convention'. 80 Article 35 (1) of the European Convention of Human Rights provides that '[t]he Court may only deal with the matter after all domestic remedies have been exhausted, according to the generally recognised rules of international law'. 81 The European Court of Human Rights in several decisions has held that a private prosecution will be a domestic remedy if it is effective. 82 For example, the Court held that where the government failed to intervene to prevent and stop the applicant's neighbours from violating her rights under article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights the government had failed to show that the applicant's institution of a private prosecution against her neighbours 'could lead to such an intervention [by the government] and effective resolution of the underlying systemic problem'. 83 The Court held that depending on the facts of the case it is dealing with, 'where the domestic law provided for public criminal prosecution, it is not for the Court to speculate on whether the applicant's criminal complaint should have been pursued by way of private prosecution'. 84 The legal framework that provides for public prosecutions and also for the possibility of a victim of human rights violations instituting a private prosecution should the public prosecutor decline to prosecute provides for 'sufficient protection'. 85 The Court held that for a private prosecution to be an effective and adequate domestic remedy, the state has to prove that 'it was capable of providing any redress to the applicant in relation to the complaint' in question. 86 Also, a private prosecution will be an effective remedy if there is evidence of previous successful private prosecutions. 87 The mere fact that the accused was acquitted in a private prosecution does not mean that the private prosecution was not an effective domestic remedy. The European Court of Human Rights held that '[t]he mere fact that the outcome of those [private] criminal proceedings was not in the applicant's favour, does not render them ineffective'. 88 The applicant is not required to appeal against an unfavourable judgment in a private prosecution matter before approaching the European Court of Human Rights. 89 Where there are other ways in which the applicant could bring the 'substance of his complaint to the notice of the national authorities' and unsuccessfully followed those ways, he or she is not expected to institute a private prosecution if it 'would have had the same objective as' the first remedy he sought. 90 In cases of human rights violations by government officials, the Court held that 'victims are not required to pursue the prosecution of officers accused of ill-treatment on their own, this being a duty of the public prosecutor who is certainly better, if not exclusively, equipped in that respect'. 91 The above jurisprudence shows the circumstances in which a private prosecution may or may not be an effective domestic remedy. As in the case of the other human rights bodies discussed above, the European Court of Human Rights will also examine the law and practice of the state party to determine whether or not the private prosecution was an effective remedy. The African Commission may find some of the jurisprudence of the European Court above relevant should it be confronted with communications dealing with private prosecutions as a domestic remedy.
Conclusion
This article has dealt with the issue of private prosecution as a domestic remedy before the African Commission and other international and regional human rights bodies. It has been illustrated that the African Commission so far specifically has dealt with the issue of private prosecution in a single communication. However, there have been other communications in which authors have submitted that private prosecution was not an effective local remedy that should have been exhausted before a communication was filed with the African Commission. In these communications the African Commission has not dealt directly with the issue of private prosecution. In light of the fact that African countries have adopted different approaches to the issue of private prosecutions the African Commission would have to analyse the law and practice in a given country to decide whether or not a private prosecution was an effective domestic remedy in need of exhaustion before a complainant can approach the Commission. Sometimes the mere fact that there is a possibility to institute a private prosecution does not mean that it is an effective remedy. For example, some victims of human rights violations may be bribed to withdraw a private prosecution. In one communication before the Human Rights Committee, for example, there were allegations that the parents of a child who had been sexually assaulted were bribed to withdraw a private prosecution against the perpetrator. 92 It is recommended that in assessing whether or not a private prosecution is an effective remedy the African Commission may consider the following factors (the list is not exhaustive). First is the issue of a person with locus standi to institute a private prosecution. One of the questions to be asked in this regard is whether another person, including a juristic person, may institute a private prosecution on behalf of the victim of crime. Private prosecutions may be costly and some victims of crime may not be willing or be able (financially or otherwise) to institute private prosecutions. 93 It is important that the right to institute private prosecutions is extended to natural and juristic persons, even if they are not individually affected by the offence in question, who may be willing and able to prosecute the alleged offenders. This extension will enable non-governmental organisations (NGOs), for example, to fundraise and institute private prosecutions on behalf of some victims. Second, and related to the first issue, is the issue of funding to conduct a private prosecution. As mentioned above, private prosecutions are expensive and many victims of crime may not have the necessary resources to finance such prosecutions. If there is no legal aid for such victims or if they are unable to raise funds from other sources, a private prosecution is out of their reach and, therefore, unavailable as a remedy. The third factor is how the public prosecutor has exercised or is likely to exercise the power to intervene in private prosecutions. If there is evidence to show that the private prosecutor is likely to take over and discontinue the private prosecution without any convincing reason or that in the past he or she has taken over private prosecutions and discontinued them or merely did not continue without a convincing reason, then a private prosecution is not an effective remedy. 94 However, a public prosecutor could take over and discontinue a private prosecution in order to prevent the private prosecutor from using such a prosecution to abuse the court process. 
